Ultrafast multi-slice chemical exchange saturation transfer imaging scheme based on segmented spatiotemporal encoding.
Chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST) imaging is an important magnetic resonance molecular imaging technology. However, long acquisition time limits its clinical application, especially when multi-slice CEST imaging is needed. Though single-shot EPI can be used to accelerate CEST imaging, images are often distorted under inhomogeneous magnetic fields. In this work, we propose a new method called CEST-SeSPEN for ultrafast multi-slice CEST imaging based on segmented spatiotemporally encoded (SeSPEN) MRI. Experiments were performed on creatine phantom and hen egg. The results show that CEST-SeSPEN can provide good CEST contrast images. Its acquisition time is much shorter than other multi-slice CEST methods currently available. It may be used in challenging situation where high temporal resolution and robustness to field inhomogeneity are vital.